We calculate the masses of baryons containing one, two, or three heavy quarks using lattice QCD. We consider all possible combinations of charm and bottom quarks, and compute a total of 36 different states with J P = 1 2 + and J P = 3 2 + . We use domain-wall fermions for the up, down, and strange quarks, a relativistic heavy-quark action for the charm quarks, and nonrelativistic QCD for the bottom quarks. Our analysis includes results from two different lattice spacings and seven different pion masses. We perform extrapolations of the baryon masses to the continuum limit and to the physical pion mass using SU (4|2) heavy-hadron chiral perturbation theory including 1/mQ and finite-volume effects. For the 14 singly heavy baryons that have already been observed, our results agree with the experimental values within the uncertainties. We compare our predictions for the hitherto unobserved states with other lattice calculations and quark-model studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Baryons containing heavy quarks are interesting both from the theoretical and experimental points of view. Because the bottom and charm quark masses are greater than the intrinsic energy scale of QCD, approximate heavy-quark flavor and spin symmetries constrain the spectrum and dynamics of heavy baryons [1, 2] . Singly charmed and singly bottom baryons exhibit a similar spectrum of excitations of the light degrees of freedom. Interactions with the spin of the heavy quark, and hence the hyperfine splittings, are suppressed by 1/m Q . A particularly interesting symmetry emerges for doubly heavy baryons: in the large-mass limit, the two heavy quarks are expected to form a point-like diquark that acts like a single heavy antiquark, and the light degrees of freedom behave as in a heavy-light meson [3] . The ratio of hyperfine splittings of doubly heavy baryons (with two equal heavy-quark flavors) and singly heavy mesons is predicted to approach the value 3/4 in the heavy-quark limit [4] . Finally, triply heavy baryons can be viewed as baryonic analogues of heavy quarkonia, making them very interesting systems to study in effective field theories and perturbative QCD [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The masses of all low-lying 1 singly charmed baryons with J P = 1 2 + and J P = 3 2 + , and of most of their singly bottom partners, are well known from experiments [8] . In this sector, the most recent discoveries are the Ω b [9, 10] , and a state that is likely the J P = 3 2 + Ξ * b [11] ; the Ω * b an Ξ b remain to be found. The Ω b masses reported by D/ 0 [9] and CDF [10] are inconsistent with each other, but a recent more precise measurement by the LHCb collaboration [12] agrees with the CDF result. In contrast to the singly heavy baryons, the arena of doubly and triply heavy baryons remains experimentally unexplored to a large extent, with the only possibly observed state being the Ξ + cc . The discovery of the Ξ + cc was reported by the SELEX collaboration [13, 14] , but subsequent searches for this state by the FOCUS [15] , BaBar [16] , Belle [17] , and LHCb collaborations [18] returned negative results. Nevertheless, there is still potential for discoveries of doubly and triply heavy baryons at the LHC [19] [20] [21] and perhaps also at the coming generation of spectroscopy experiments at BESIII [22] , Belle II [23] , and PANDA [24] .
Lattice QCD can predict the masses and other properties of heavy baryons from first principles, and can help resolve experimental controversies such as those surrounding the Ω b and Ξ cc . For the doubly and triply heavy baryons, which may remain beyond the reach of experiments at the present time, lattice QCD results can also serve as a benchmark for other theoretical approaches, such as quark models and perturbative QCD. Complete control over all sources of systematic uncertainties, including the nonzero lattice spacing and finite lattice volume, unphysical values used for the quark masses, any approximations made for the heavy quarks, as well as excited-state contamination in the correlation functions, is essential in both of these contexts. Most lattice calculations of heavy baryon masses that have been published to date are still lacking in some of these aspects. The earliest studies [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] were performed in the quenched approximation, removing the effects of sea quarks to reduce the computational cost but at the expense of connection to experiment. The first unquenched calculations were reported in Refs. [34] [35] [36] . Since then, additional unquenched calculations have been performed with various choices of lattice actions for the light and heavy quarks [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] ; reviews can be found in Refs. [51] [52] [53] .
In this paper, we present the first lattice QCD determination of singly, doubly, and triply heavy baryon masses that includes both charm and bottom quarks in any combination, and also achieves good control over all major sources of systematic uncertainties. Our calculation includes dynamical up, down, and strange quarks implemented with a domain-wall action [54] [55] [56] , and is performed at two different lattice spacings and seven different values of the up/down quark mass corresponding to pion masses as low as 227(3) MeV. Because the masses of the charm and bottom quarks are not small in units of the lattice spacing, special heavy-quark actions are needed for them to avoid large discretization errors. We use a relativistic heavy-quark action [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] for the charm quarks and improved nonrelativistic QCD [64, 65] for the bottom quarks. Details of the actions and parameters are given in Sec. II. The interpolating fields we use for the heavy baryons and our methodology for fitting the two-point functions are described in Sec. III. We extrapolate the results for all baryon masses to the physical pion mass and the continuum limit as explained in Sec. IV. For the singly and doubly heavy baryon masses, heavy-hadron chiral perturbation theory at next-to-leading order is used to fit the light-quark mass dependence and to remove the leading finite-volume effects. Because some of our data sets use valence light-quark masses lower than the sea-quark masses, we use the partially quenched extension of heavy-hadron chiral perturbation theory [66, 67] . For the singly heavy baryons, we generalize the expressions given in Ref. [66] to include hyperfine splittings. The final results for the baryon masses and mass splittings are presented in Sec. V, which also includes a detailed discussion of the systematic uncertainties. We conclude in Sec. VI with a comparison of our results to the literature.
II. LATTICE ACTIONS A. Light quark and gluon actions
In this work, we performed the Euclidean path integral using ensembles of gauge field configurations generated by the RBC and UKQCD collaborations [68] . These ensembles include the effects of dynamical up-, down-and strange quarks, implemented with a domain-wall action [54] [55] [56] . The quark fields in this action depend on an auxiliary fifth dimension with extent L 5 . Four-dimensional quark fields, for which the low-energy effective field theory obeys an exact lattice chiral symmetry in the limit L 5 → ∞, are obtained in terms of the quark fields at the boundaries x 5 = a and x 5 = L 5 [54] [55] [56] . The RBC and UKQCD collaborations chose the Iwasaki gauge action [69, 70] , which, compared to the standard Wilson or Symanzik gauge actions, reduces the residual chiral symmetry breaking of the domain-wall action at finite L 5 [71] . For hadron spectroscopy calculations, the primary benefit of approximate chiral symmetry is the smallness of O(a) discretization errors.
Here we selected four different ensembles of gauge fields: two ensemble with lattice size 24 3 × 64 and lattice spacing a ≈ 0.11 fm (in the following referred to as "coarse"), and two ensembles with lattice size 32 3 × 64 and lattice spacing a ≈ 0.085 fm (in the following referred to as "fine") [68] . All ensembles have L 5 /a = 16, and the domain-wall height is aM 5 = 1.8. The residual chiral symmetry breaking can be quantified by the residual additive quark-mass renormalization, am res . The coarse ensembles have am res ≈ 0.003, while the fine ensembles have am res ≈ 0.0007 [68] .
We work in the isospin limit m u = m d ; this means that our results for the baryon masses should be considered as isospin-averaged values. We computed domain-wall light and strange quark propagators with various quark masses am Table I , leading to eight different data sets in total. For the four data sets C104, C54, F43, and F63, the valence quark masses are equal to the sea quark masses. The data sets C14, C24, and F23 have am to enable interpolations to the physical strange quark mass. We used about 200 gauge configurations from each ensemble, and computed domain-wall propagators for multiple source locations on each configuration. The resulting total numbers of light/strange propagator pairs in each data set are given in the last column of Table I . To further increase the statistical precision of our calculations, we computed hadron two-point functions propagating both forward and backward in Euclidean time and averaged over these. are the light and strange sea quark masses, and a is the lattice spacing (determined in Ref. [72] ). The valence quark masses used for the calculation of the light and strange quark propagators are denoted by am ηs . The ηs is an artificial ss state that is defined by treating the s ands as different, but mass-degenerate flavors. This state is useful as an intermediate quantity to tune the strange-quark mass [73] ; its mass at the physical point has been computed precisely by the HPQCD collaboration and is m (phys) ηs = 689.3(1.2) MeV [74] . In the last column of the table, Nmeas is the number of pairs of light and strange quark propagators computed in each data set.
B. Bottom quark action
The typical momentum of a bottom quark inside a hadron at rest is much smaller than the bottom-quark mass. For hadrons containing only a single bottom quark and no charm quarks, one expects |p b | ∼ Λ ∼ 500 MeV [1, 75] . For bottomonium and triply bottom baryons, one expects |p b | ∼ m b v ∼ 1.5 GeV, corresponding to v 2 ∼ 0.1 [64] . For hadrons containing both bottom and charm quarks, the typical momentum of the b quark is between these extremes. In all cases, the separation of scales, |p b | m b , allows the treatment of the b quarks with nonrelativistic effective field theory. Here we used improved lattice NRQCD, which was introduced in Refs. [64, 65] . The b-quark is described by a two-component spinor field ψ, with Euclidean lattice action
where
In Eq. (2), U 0 (t − a) denotes a temporal gauge link, and H 0 and δH are given by
This action was originally introduced for heavy quarkonium, for which H 0 is the leading-order term (order v 2 ), and the terms with coefficients c 1 through c 4 in δH are of order v 4 [64, 65] . The parameter n ≥ 1 was introduced to avoid numerical instabilities occurring at small am b [65] ; here we set n = 2. The operators with coefficients c 5 and c 6 correct discretization errors associated with H 0 and with the time derivative. We performed tadpole-improvement of the action using the Landau-gauge mean link, u 0L [76] , and set the matching coefficients c 1 through c 3 to their tree-level values (c i = 1). The matching coefficient c 4 was computed to one-loop in perturbation theory [77] . We tuned the bare b-quark mass by requiring that the spin-averaged bottomonium kinetic mass agrees with experiment (see Ref. [72] for details). The resulting values of am b , as well as the values of u 0L and c 4 are given in Table II . The values of c 4 are specific for our gauge action (the Iwasaki action), and were computed for us by Tom Hammant. When applied to hadrons containing only a single b-quark and no charm quarks, the power counting for the NRQCD action is different. In this case, the expansion parameter is Λ/m b , and the action shown above is complete through order (Λ/m b )
2 . For singly bottom hadrons, the operator −c 4 g 2m b σ · B in δH is of the same order in the power counting as the operator H 0 , while all other operators are of higher order. This means that the one-loop matching used for c 4 is especially important for heavy-light hadrons.
C. Charm quark action
Because the nonrelativistic expansion converges poorly for charm quarks (and because lattice NRQCD requires am > 1, which is not satisfied for the charm quark on the present lattices), we used instead a relativistic heavy quark action [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Beginning with a clover fermion action, separate coefficients are introduced for the spatial and temporal components of the operators, so that the action becomes
The (bare) parameters are the mass m Q , the anisotropy ν, and the chromoelectric and chromomagnetic coefficients c E , c B . Discretization errors proportional to powers of the heavy-quark mass can then be removed to all orders by allowing the coefficients ν, c E , and c B to depend on am Q and tuning them. The remaining discretization errors are of order a 2 |p| 2 , where |p| is the typical magnitude of the spatial momentum of the heavy quark inside the hadron. The standard clover action with ν = 1 and c E = c B = c SW is recovered in the continuum limit.
Several different approaches have been suggested for determining the parameters m Q , ν, c B , and c E [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Here we followed Ref. [41] and tuned the two parameters m Q and ν nonperturbatively while setting the coefficients c E , c B equal to the values predicted by tadpole-improved tree-level perturbation theory [58] ,
We set the tadpole improvement parameter u 0 equal to the fourth root of the average plaquette. In order to tune the parameters m Q and ν, we nonperturbatively computed the energies of the charmonium states η c and J/ψ at zero and nonzero momentum, and extracted the "speed of light" in the J/ψ dispersion relation,
as well as the spin-averaged mass
The parameters m Q and ν need to be adjusted such that M agrees with the experimental value and the relativistic continuum dispersion relation is restored, i.e., c = 1. We obtained the energies E J/ψ , E ηc from single-exponential fits at large Euclidean time to the two-point functions
for m Q and ν, and recomputed the actual values of c, M using Eqs. (7), (8) with m Q and ν set equal to the solution [the values of c E and c B were updated for each new choice of ν according to Eq. (6)]. If the result was consistent with c = 1 and M = M phys , the procedure was stopped; otherwise, the new data point was added to the linear fit (10), (11) and the procedure iterated.
The final tuned values of the parameters for the coarse and fine lattices are given in Table III , and the resulting values of the spin-averaged charmonium mass and speed of light for the data sets C54 and F43 are given in Table IV . There, we also show the lattice results for the hyperfine splittings
which are the first predictions from our charm quark action, and serve as a stringent test of the relativistic heavyquark formalism adopted here (hyperfine splittings are highly sensitive to discretization errors). Note that we did not include the disconnected quark contractions when evaluating the two-point functions (9); we neglect the possible annihilation of the η c and Υ to light hadrons. This affects mainly the η c , which can annihilate through two gluons. At leading order in perturbation theory, the resulting mass shift of the η c can be expressed in terms of its hadronic width [78, 79] ,
Using Γ(η c → hadrons) = 32.0(0.9) MeV [8] , this gives ∆M ηc ≈ −3 MeV, corresponding to a 3 MeV increase in the hyperfine splitting. After adding this correction to our lattice data, we obtain agreement with the experimental result for the hyperfine splitting for both the coarse and the fine lattice spacings.
III. TWO-POINT FUNCTIONS AND FIT METHODS

A. Heavy baryon operators
This section describes how we combine the color and spin indices of the quark fields to form interpolating operators for the baryon states of interest [26] . Starting from three quark flavors q, q , q , we construct the following basic types of baryon operators,
where a, b, c are color indices, α, β, γ are spinor indices, C = γ 0 γ 2 is the charge conjugation matrix, and P + is the positive-parity projector
The operators O 5 and O 5 have positive parity and spin 1/2. The operator O j (where j = 1, 2, 3) has positive parity but couples to both spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 in general. Using the projectors [26]
we construct operators O 
In Table V , we list the names of the baryons we consider in this work, together with the interpolating operators used to extract their energies. In the nonrelativistic Dirac gamma matrix basis, the four-spinor bottom-quark field, b, is given in terms of the two-spinor NRQCD field, ψ, as
The charm quark field is denoted by c in this section, and is identical to the field Q appearing in Eq. (5).
The zero-momentum two-point functions are defined as
where we allow for different smearings of the quark fields at the source and sink (see Sec. III C). For large t (but t small compared to the temporal extent of the lattice), the ground-state contribution dominates and these two-point functions approach the form
Before the fitting, we performed a weighted average over the non-zero (j, k, αβ)-components. In most cases, the lowest-energy states with which the operators shown in Table V have a nonzero "overlap" are the desired baryons (for example, the mixing between Σ c and Λ c is forbidden by isospin symmetry, which is exact in our calculation with m u = m d ). The only exception occurs for the "primed" baryons such as the Ξ c . The interpolating operators listed for the primed baryons also have a small amplitude to couple to the lighter non-primed states. For the singly-heavy baryons, this mixing would vanish in the limit of infinite heavy-quark mass, in which the angular momentum of the light degrees of freedom, S l , becomes a conserved quantum number (the primed baryons have S l = 1, while the unprimed baryons have S l = 0). To investigate the mixing at finite heavy-quark mass, we also computed cross-correlation functions between the operators designed for the primed and unprimed baryons (such as Ξ c and Ξ c ). This is discussed further in Sec. III D.
Finally, we note that some of the baryons we consider are unstable resonances in the real word (albeit with very narrow widths). For example, the Σ c can decay through the strong interaction to Λ c π, and the lightest state coupling to the Σ c interpolating operator in infinite volume and with physical quark masses would actually be a Λ c -π P -wave state. However, in our lattice calculation the Λ c -π state is shifted to higher energy due to the finite lattice size and the unphysically heavy pion masses. 
B. Heavy meson operators
We also computed the energies of the heavy-quarkonium states η c , η b , J/ψ, and Υ using two-point functions of the operators
where q = b, c. These were already used for the tuning of the charm and bottom quark actions. In the later stages of the data analysis we use the energy differences
where E X is the energy of a baryon containing n c charm quarks and n b bottom quarks, and E cc and E bb are the spin-averaged charmonium and bottomonium energies. In these energy differences, the bulk of the dependence on the heavy-quark masses cancels and the uncertainty associated with the conversion from lattice to physical units is reduced dramatically. Furthermore, for hadrons containing b quarks, using energy differences is necessary to cancel the overall unphysical NRQCD energy shift.
C. Two-point functions and fit methodology
From a given baryon or meson operator as discussed in the previous two sections, we obtained multiple versions by applying Gaussian smearing to some or all of the quark fields. These different operators couple to the same states but differ in their relative amplitudes to couple to the ground and excited states and produce different amounts of statistical noise in the correlation functions. We constructed the smeared quark fields,q, as
where the gauge-covariant three-dimensional lattice Laplace operator, ∆ (2) , is defined as
We used different smearing parameters for the light and strange, charm, and bottom quark fields, as detailed in Table  VI . Since this work reuses domain-wall light and strange quark propagators computed by us in earlier work [80] [81] [82] , the smearing parameters for light and strange quarks could not be changed here. For the charm and bottom quarks, we used different values of ar S for the two different lattice spacings in order to keep the smearing width in physical units, r S , fixed. For the charm quarks, we used "stout"-smeared gauge links [83] in Eq. (33) , with ten iterations and staple weight ρ = 0.08 in the spatial directions. For the triply-heavy baryons, we either applied the smearing to all three quarks or to none of the quarks. This leads to two-by-two matrices of two-point functions. For example, in the case of a ccb baryon, we have (schematically)
The domain-wall propagators for the up, down, and strange quarks all had smeared sources. At the sink, we either smeared all domain-wall quarks, or kept them local. Thus, for the baryons containing both heavy and light valence quarks, we constructed (2 × 4)-matrices of correlation functions; for example, for a baryon with usb valence quarks,
To extract the energies from exponential fits of the correlation functions, we used both single-correlator fits and matrix fits, as well as different procedures for choosing the time ranges to include in the fit. For the single-correlator fits, we selected only the correlator with all quarks smeared at source and sink, using, for example for a usb baryon,
with fit parameters A and E. The (2 × 2)-matrix fits were performed using
with parameters A 1 , A 2 , and E, while the (2 × 4)-matrix fits had the form
with parameters A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , and E. The starting times t min after which the data points are included in the fit must be chosen such that contributions from excited states have decayed sufficiently and have become smaller than the statistical uncertainties. While contributions from excited states decay exponentially with t, the statistical uncertainties grow exponentially with t [84] . The individual component correlators in a matrix fit have different amounts of excited-state contamination as well as different amounts of statistical noise. Therefore, the optimal choices of t min may be different for the different components, and we choose them independently in order to get the highest possible precision for the matrix fit. We also choose t max independently for each component. The choice of t max is limited in the positive direction by two requirements: avoiding contamination from backward-propagating/thermal states, and avoiding too many degrees of freedom in the fit (having too many degrees of freedom relative to the number of data samples leads to a poorly estimated, or even singular, covariance matrix in the definition of the χ 2 function). The benefits of allowing individual fit ranges for the correlators within a matrix fit are illustrated for the case of the Ω ccb baryon in Figs is statistically most precise, but t min has to be chosen very large to avoid excited-state contamination. Performing the coupled matrix fit with individual time ranges allows us to extract the best possible result for the energy, using the best regions of all correlators.
Given the large number of different correlators and data sets used in this work, optimizing all fit ranges by hand would be impractical and prone to bias. We therefore implemented several procedures for automatically choosing the fit ranges according to criteria including the quality-of-fit and the size of the statistical uncertainty of the extracted energy. We used four different procedures:
• Method 1: This method was applied to perform (2 × 4)-matrix fits for the heavy-light baryons and (2 × 2)-matrix fits for the heavy quarkonia and triply heavy baryons. Initial guesses for (t min , t max ) for each component correlator were obtained by first performing individual fits of the form A e −Et of each component correlator, requiring
1 while preferring fits with smaller uncertainty. Simultaneous matrix fits were then performed with these initial fit ranges. These initial matrix fits typically had χ 2 /d.o.f. > 1. This is expected because the coupled fit achieves a smaller statistical uncertainty, requiring that excited states be negligible to a higher level of precision, and because the numbers of parameters in Eqs. (37) and (38) are not increased proportionally to the larger number of the degrees of freedom. We then applied a Monte-Carlo search for improved fit ranges of the matrix fit to achieve χ 2 /d.o.f. 1. The algorithm used for this repeatedly attempts small (multidimensional) random shifts to the fit region, accepting a shift only if χ 2 /d.o.f. decreases.
• Method 2: This method is a modified version of Method 1, where we constrained the Monte-Carlo search for the fit domain by requiring that each component correlator contributes at least three time slices to the fit, i.e., t max − t min ≥ 3a.
• Method 3: This deterministic method performed five-dimensional scans of the fit ranges of (2 × 2) matrix fits in small intervals around the initial ranges (the initial ranges were chosen as in Method 1). For the heavylight baryons, we only used those correlators in which all light quarks at the source and sink were smeared in order to obtain (2 × 2) matrices. Here, five-dimensional scan means that we independently varied the values of t min for all four component correlators, but varied the values of t max only by a common shift for all four component correlators relative to the initial ranges, to keep the computational cost within bounds. The scans were constrained by the requirement that each component correlator contributes at least 5 time slices (for the coarse lattices) or 7 time slices (for fine lattice) to the fit. Of all the matrix fits performed with this scanning procedure, only those with χ 2 /d.o.f. ≤ 1 and Q ≥ 0.5 were kept, and then the fit with the smallest uncertainty for the energy was chosen.
• Method 4: This deterministic method performed fits only to the single correlator in which all quarks are smeared at source and sink (this correlator is expected to have the least excited-state contamination). Two-dimensional scans of t min and t max were performed in a wide range. As in Method 3, the scans were constrained by the requirement that each component correlator contributes at least 5 time slices (for the coarse lattices) or 7 time slices (for fine lattice) to the fit. Of all fits, those with χ 2 /d.o.f. ≤ 1 and Q ≥ 0.5 were kept, and then the fit with the smallest uncertainty for the energy was chosen.
When applying each procedure, we enforced common fit ranges for hyperfine partners such as the Σ b and Σ * b , to ensure the optimal cancellation of statistical uncertainties and excited-state contamination in the small hyperfine splittings.
To illustrate how the results from methods 1 through 4 compare with each other, we show the Ξ * cc energies in Fig. 3 . The different methods generally give quite consistent results, and we use the correlated weighted average for the further analysis. The correlations between the energies from the different methods are taken into account using statistical bootstrap; we perform the weighted averages for each bootstrap sample to obtain a new bootstrap distribution for the average energy. The statistical uncertainty of the average energy is then obtained from the width of this distribution. In some cases, the energies obtained using the different fit methods are not consistent with each other (as can be seen for the C14 data set in Fig. 3 ), and we inflate the uncertainty of the average using a scale factor. To this end, we compute the value of χ 2 for a constant fit to the four energies. If χ 2 /(N − 1) > 1 (where N = 4 is the number of data points), we inflate the uncertainty of the weighted average by a factor of [8] 
The averaged baryon and quarkonium energies from all data sets are given in Tables VII and VIII, respectively. Table I ). The results given here are averages over the different fit methods; the uncertainties include a scale factor as explained in the main text. For the partially quenched data sets (C14, C24, C53, F23), results are given only for those baryons containing a light or strange valence quark affected by the partial quenching. Note that for baryons containing b quarks, the energies are shifted from their physical values because of the use of NRQCD. These shifts cancel in appropriate energy differences. TABLE VIII. Quarkonium energies (in lattice units) extracted from the four data sets that correspond to independent gaugefield ensembles (see Table I ). The results given here are averages over the different fit methods; the uncertainties include a scale factor as explained in the main text. Note that the bottomonium energies are shifted from their physical values because of the use of NRQCD.
D. Mixing effects
Before moving on to the chiral and continuum extrapolations in Sec. IV, we briefly return here to the issue of the mixing between the "primed" and "unprimed" baryons with
+ . Of the baryons considered in this work, this affects the Ξ c and Ξ c , the Ξ b and Ξ b , the Ξ cb and Ξ cb , and the Ω cb and Ω cb . In each case, the interpolating operators we use for the "primed" and "unprimed" baryons (see Table V ) do not differ in any of the exactly conserved quantum numbers. Thus, the two-point functions of both the "primed" and "unprimed" operators asymptotically approach the same ground state, which is the "unprimed" baryon, while the "primed" baryon only appears as an excited state in both two-point functions.
To be more concrete, let us consider the case of the Ξ c and Ξ c , and let us consider only the interpolating operators 
where only the contributions from the ground state and the first excited state are shown (the contributions from higher excited states decay exponentially faster with t). Numerical result for these three correlators from the C54 data set, as well as a coupled two-exponential fit of the form given by Eqs. (40), (41) , and (42) , are shown in the left panel of Fig. 4 . The fit range is 13 ≤ t/a ≤ 20, and the resulting energies are
These energies are indicated with the horizontal bands in the effective-energy plot on the right-hand side of Fig. 4 . We also performed naive, independent single-exponential fits of just the "diagonal" correlators in the same time range, using the form
which neglects the overlap of the operator O 5 with the ground state. This fit is shown in Fig. 5 and gives the energies
This result is in fact perfectly consistent with the full two-exponential fit result (43) . The reason is that the "wrong state" overlap matrix elements 0|O 5 |Ξ c and 0|O 5 |Ξ c are highly suppressed relative to the "right state" matrix elements 0|O 5 |Ξ c and 0|O 5 |Ξ c . The coupled two-exponential fit using Eqs. (40), (41) , and (42) gives
Because of this suppression, the effective-energy plot of the two- 0) using Eqs. (40), (41), and (42) . The data shown here are from the C54 set. into noise (see the right-hand sides of Figs. 4 and 5) . The physical reason for the smallness of the mixing is a double suppression through the approximate heavy-quark spin symmetry and the approximate SU (3) flavor symmetry. In the heavy-quark limit m c → ∞, the spin of the light degrees of freedom, S l , becomes exactly conserved, and the Ξ c , Ξ c have S l = 0 and S l = 1, respectively. Furthermore, in the limit of degenerate u, d, and s-quark masses, the Ξ c belongs to the a 3 (anti-fundamental) irreducible representation of the SU (3) flavor symmetry, while the Ξ c is part of a 6 (sextet) irreducible representation. We also performed analogous comparisons of coupled two-exponential fits and naive single exponential fits for the other affected baryons, and obtained consistent results for the energies from both fit methods in all cases.
IV. CHIRAL AND CONTINUUM EXTRAPOLATIONS
Having extracted the baryon energies for multiple values values of the light and strange quark masses and for two different lattice spacings, the last stage of the analysis is to extrapolate these results to the physical values of the quark masses and the continuum limit. For the heavy-light baryons, we also remove the small effects of the finite volume.
We perform the extrapolations not directly for the baryon energies E X , but rather for the "subtracted" energies
where n c , n b are the numbers of charm and bottom quarks in the baryon, and E cc , E bb are the spin-averaged charmonium and bottomonium energies, defined as
After extrapolating E (sub) X to the physical point, the full baryon energies can then be obtained simply by adding the experimental values of nc 2 E cc + n b 2 E bb , which are known with high precision [8] , to the results. The main reasons for using E (sub) X rather than E X are the following: the NRQCD energy shift cancels (this is relevant only for baryons containing b quarks), the leading dependence on the heavy-quark masses cancels, and the contribution of the uncertainty in the lattice spacing is reduced.
We started by computing [aE
, where i labels the data set, for the bootstrap ensembles of the method-averaged energies (obtained as described in Sec. III C). For the chiral/continuum extrapolation fits, we need the values [E
in physical units, and we also need the covariances Cov [E
] j between the different baryon energies (these are nonzero only if the data sets i and j correspond to the same ensemble of gauge configurations; e.g. i = F23, j = F43). To convert to physical units, we used the inverse lattice spacings [a −1 ] i determined in Ref. [72] from the bottomonium 2S − 1S energy splittings. The covariances were then computed as follows:
where S([aE
] j ) ≥ 1 are the scale factors associated with the method-averages (see Sec. III C),
] j is the covariance of the bootstrap ensembles of the method-averaged energies in lattice units, and δ[a −1 ] is the uncertainty of the lattice spacing (above, we assume that i and j correspond to the same ensemble of gauge fields, so that a
. The uncertainties of the lattice spacings are around 1.5% (see Table I ), while the uncertainties of [aE
] i range from approximately 0.3% to 3%. To predict the dependence of the heavy-light baryon masses on the light-quark masses in a model-independent way, we use heavy-hadron chiral perturbation theory [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] , the low-energy effective field theory of heavy hadrons and pions that combines heavy-quark symmetry and chiral symmetry. Because we utilized partial quenching with am
for some of our data sets (to reach lower pion masses without having to generate new ensembles of gauge fields), we need to use partially quenched [90] [91] [92] heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory to fit the dependence on both m . Next-to-leading order expressions for the masses of singly and doubly heavy baryons in partially quenched heavy-hadron perturbation theory were derived in Refs. [66] and [67] , respectively. We use the two-flavor SU (4|2) theory, which is expected to converge faster than the SU (6|3) theory. For the strange baryons, we start from the SU (6|3) theory but integrate out mesons containing valence or sea strange quarks to obtain SU (4|2) expressions for the baryon masses the different strangeness sectors. We also allow for analytic dependence on am
For the singly heavy baryons, we generalized the expressions given in [66] to include the leading 1/m Q corrections, which introduce nonzero hyperfine splittings. We also include the leading finite-volume and lattice spacing effects in our fits. The following sections describe the fits in detail for the different types of heavy baryons. The final results for the baryon masses at the physical pion mass and in the continuum limit can be found in Sec. V, which also contains a discussion of the systematic uncertainties.
A. Singly heavy baryons
In the following we denote the heavy quark by Q = c, b. The fits in the charm and bottom sectors are done independently, but the expressions used are the same. We group the baryon states according to their strangeness, S, and perform coupled fits of the lattice data within each group. For the S = 0 states {Λ Q , Σ Q , Σ * Q }, the fit functions
199 ( have the form
where M Λ Q , M Σ Q , and M Σ * Q are the nonanalytic loop corrections [66] , generalized here to include a nonzero hyperfine splitting ∆ * between the Σ * Q and Σ Q baryons:
In the unitary case m
π , these expressions reduce to the expressions obtained previously in Ref. [45] . The chiral function F includes finite-volume corrections and is defined in Appendix A. We did not treat the Σ Q − Λ Q and Σ * Q − Σ Q splittings ∆ and ∆ * used for the evaluation of the chiral functions as fit parameters. Instead, we used the results of linear extrapolations to the chiral limit of the splittings determined for each data set (neglecting lattice-spacing dependence). The values used are given in Table IX (for the very small Σ * b − Σ b hyperfine splitting, we used the average splitting instead of the extrapolated splitting). The scheme ambiguity for choosing ∆ and ∆ * in the evaluations of F only affects the baryon masses at next-to-next-to-leading order, and is included in our estimates of the systematic uncertainties in Sec. V. The chiral loop corrections also depend on the valence-valence pion masses m (vv) π , which can be found in Table I , and on the valence-sea pion masses m (vs) π , which we set equal to
The sea-sea pion masses m (ss) π in Eq. (57) can also be read off from Table I by taking the valence-valence pion masses at am
. We chose the renormalization scale to be µ = 4πf , where f is the pion decay constant,
The free parameters of the fit are E (sub,0) ,
π , and c a . The "d" parameters describe the analytic quark-mass and lattice-spacing dependence of the isosinget baryon Λ Q , while the "c" parameters describe these dependencies for both isotriplet baryons Σ Q and Σ * Q , as predicted by the chiral Lagrangian [66] . The leading lattice-spacing dependence is quadratic because we used a chirally symmetric domain-wall action for the light quarks and O(a)-improved heavy-quark actions for the charm and bottom quarks (gluon discretization errors also start at order a 2 ). To make the "c" and "d" parameters dimensionless, we introduced appropriate powers of 4πf and Λ = 500 MeV.
Note that our inclusion of nonzero hyperfine splittings in the chiral loop corrections in principle requires higher-order analytic counterterms to cancel the renormalization-scale dependence exactly. However, we find the renormalizationscale dependence in the absence of these terms to be sufficiently weak (the changes in the extrapolated energies when replacing µ → 2µ are well below the statistical uncertainties). In our analysis of systematic uncertainties (see Sec. V) we consider the effect of including these higher-order counterterms with Bayesian constraints. The axial couplings g 2 and g 3 in Eqs. (54), (55) , and (56) are also fit parameters, but we constrained them with Gaussian priors to remain in the vicinity of the static-limit values calculated previously in lattice QCD [80, 81] . To this end, we added the term
to the χ 2 function of the fit. Here, g
2 = 0.84 and g
3 = 0.71 are the central values obtained in Refs. [80, 81] . The widths σ g2 and σ g3 were set by adding in quadrature to the uncertainties from [80, 81] an additional 10% width (for Q = b) or 30% width (for Q = c) to account for 1/m Q corrections.
The resulting fit parameters for the chiral and continuum extrapolations of the {Λ c , Σ c , Σ * c } and {Λ b , Σ b , Σ * b } energies are given in Table X ; the covariance matrix of the fit parameters was obtained as 2 times the inverse of the Hessian of χ 2 . The fits are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Note that the chiral loop corrections M Σ Q and M Σ * Q develop nonzero imaginary parts for m π < ∆ and m π < ∆ + ∆ * , respectively, as shown in Fig. 7 . This is because at these pion masses, the strong decays Σ Q → Λ Q π and Σ * Q → Λ Q π are kinematically allowed (in infinite volume), and one can cut the loop diagram. The imaginary parts are related to the widths of these decays,
where |p π | is the magnitude of the pion momentum in the Σ ( * )
Q rest frame. Note that, while the real parts of the Σ Q and Σ ( * ) Q energies depend only weakly on ∆ and ∆ + ∆ * , the imaginary parts depend strongly on ∆ and ∆ + ∆ * (therefore, to precisely calculate the decay widths one should use the experimental values of these splittings [80, 81] ).
This discussion of the Σ ( * )
Q → Λ Q π decays is appropriate only in the chiral effective theory in infinite volume. The lattice calculation itself yields eigenvalues of the QCD Hamiltonian in a finite volume, which are of course realvalued. In principle, Λ Q -π scattering phase shifts (and hence the Σ ( * ) Q resonance parameters) can be extracted from the finite-volume energy energy spectrum using the Lüscher method [93, 94] , but this is beyond the scope of this work. Because of the momentum quantization in a finite box with periodic boundary conditions, the Λ Q -π P -wave states are expected to have higher energy than the Σ ( * ) Q states for all of our data sets. Nevertheless, we exclude the data sets with m (vv) π < ∆ + ∆ * from the chiral extrapolation fits, because our treatment of finite-volume effects in the Σ ( * ) Q energies using HHχPT (see Appendix A) breaks down below the strong-decay thresholds. For the S = −1 states {Ξ Q , Ξ Q , Ξ * Q }, the loop corrections from SU (4|2) chiral perturbation theory read
In this case, we also perform an interpolation of the valence strange-quark mass to its physical value, so that the fit Re[E Re[E = mπ, for the two different lattice spacing where we have data, and in the continuum limit. For the continuum curves, the shaded bands indicate the 1σ uncertainty. The lattice data have been shifted to infinite volume (see Table XI for the values of the shifts); data points at the coarse lattice spacing are plotted with circles, and data points at the fine lattice spacing are plotted with squares. The partially quenched data points, which have m Table IX. functions become Re[E Re[E as shown in the legend, and no data points are excluded here. Two of the data points at the coarse lattice spacing have equal pion masses; these points are from the C54 and C53 data sets, which have different valence strange-quark masses. ηs . As already discussed in Sec. II A, we use the square of the "η s " pseudoscalar meson mass as a proxy for the strange-quark mass. The η s meson is defined by treating the s and s as different, but degenerate flavors, so that the meson becomes stable and no disconnected quark contractions arise in the lattice calculation of the two-point function. At the physical value of the strange-quark mass, one has m (phys) ηs = 689.3(1.2) MeV [74] . The fit parameters obtained for the {Ξ Q , Ξ Q , Ξ * Q } systems are given in the last two columns of Table X , and plots of the fits are shown in Fig. 8 . In this case, all data sets were included in the fit, because all of them satisfy m (vv) π > ∆ + ∆ * (see Table IX for the values of ∆ and ∆ * ). The S = −2 baryons {Ω Q , Ω * Q } do not contain light valence quarks and therefore do not receive any loop corrections at next-to-leading-order in SU (4|2) HHχPT. In this case, we still allow for a linear dependence on the light sea-quark mass, and, as before, interpolate linearly in the valence strange-quark mass. Thus, the fit functions are
with parameters
π , and c a . The fit results are given in Table XII and are plotted in Fig. 9 . (40) 
B. Doubly heavy baryons
Heavy quark-diquark symmetry relates the properties of doubly heavy baryons and heavy-light mesons [3] ; consequently, both can be included in HHχPT in a single supermultiplet field, and their interaction strength with pions is given by the same axial coupling, g 1 (in the heavy-quark limit) [89] . The masses of baryons with two heavy quarks of equal flavor have been calculated to next-to-leading-order in partially quenched SU (6|3) HHχPT in Ref. [67] . Here, we modify these expressions for the SU (4|2) case, and also extend them to the case of different-flavor heavy quarks. In the case of equal-flavor heavy quarks, the Pauli exclusion principle implies that the two heavy quarks must form a spin-1 diquark in the ground state (S-wave), which can then combine with the light degrees of freedom to form a hyperfine doublet with J P = Let us consider the equal-heavy-flavor case with strangeness 0 first. We performed fits to the lattice data for the {Ξ QQ , Ξ * QQ } doublets using the functions
where M Ξ QQ and M Ξ * QQ are the nonanalytic loop corrections,
The unconstrained fit parameters are
π , and c a . In our scheme for the function F (see Appendix A), the parameter ∆ (0) * is equal to the Ξ * QQ − Ξ QQ hyperfine splitting in the chiral limit. It is related to the heavy-meson hyperfine splitting parameter ∆ H [67] . We constrained the axial coupling g 1 by adding the term
1 = 0.449 is the central value of the static-limit axial coupling calculated using lattice QCD in Refs. [80, 81] , and the width σ g1 was set by adding in quadrature to the uncertainty from [80, 81] an additional 20% width (for Q = b) or 60% width (for Q = c) to account for 1/m Q corrections (chosen twice as large as for singly heavy baryons because of the additional breaking of heavy quark-diquark symmetry).
As in the case of the singly-heavy baryons, we distinguish the splitting ∆ * used in the evaluation of the chiral loop corrections from the fit parameter ∆ (0) * . We determined ∆ * prior to the main fit by linearly extrapolating the lattice results for this splitting to the chiral limit (for Q = c) or by taking the average over all data sets (in the case Q = b,
28.7(3.0) where the splitting is smaller and has a larger relative statistical uncertainty). The values of ∆ * are given in Table  XIII .
The resulting parameters from the main fits to the {Ξ QQ , Ξ * QQ } data are given in Table XIV , and plots of the fits are shown in Fig. 10 . The plots show the fit functions evaluated in infinite volume; the data points have also been shifted to infinite volume (see Table XV for the values of the shifts). The final results for the baryon masses can be found in Sec. V. The chiral loop corrections for the non-strange baryons with different-flavor heavy quarks read
Note that the chiral loop corrections for the {Ξ QQ , Ξ * QQ } hyperfine doublet are equal to those for the {Ξ QQ , Ξ * QQ } hyperfine doublet, while for the Ξ QQ (which contains a spin-0 heavy diquark), the terms with ∆ * are missing. This is because pion emission/absorption cannot change the spin of the heavy diquark, and hence the intermediate baryon in the self-energy diagram for the Ξ QQ also has to be a Ξ QQ . Because of this structure, the Ξ QQ also requires independent analytic counterterms, and we fit the lattice results for the {Ξ QQ , Ξ QQ , Ξ * QQ } energies using the functions
with free fit parameters
π , and c a . In this case, we included an extra 40% width in σ g1 to account for unknown 1/m Q effects in the axial coupling, halfway between our choices for the cc and bb baryons. The results for all fit parameters are given in the last column of Table XIV, and the fits are visualized in the left panel of Fig. 11 .
The S = −1 doubly heavy baryons do not receive chiral loop corrections at next-to-leading-order in SU (4|2) HHχPT. As in the case of the S = −2 singly heavy baryons, we interpolate the energies linearly in the valence strange quark mass, and also allow for a linear dependence on the light-sea-quark mass. We fit the lattice data for the {Ω QQ , Ω * QQ } and {Ω QQ , Ω QQ , Ω * QQ } systems using the functions and
respectively. The resulting values of the fit parameters are given in Table XVI , and plots of the fits are shown in Fig. 12 and in the right panel of Fig. 11 . 
C. Triply heavy baryons
With no light or strange valence quarks, the triply heavy baryons represent the simplest systems for the chiral and continuum extrapolations. Here we allow for a linear dependence on the light sea-quark mass and a quadratic dependence on the lattice spacing. For the case of three equal-flavor heavy quarks, the Pauli exclusion principle requires the ground-state Ω QQQ to have J P = 3 2 + . We fit the subtracted energies of the Ω ccc and Ω bbb using the function
with parameters E (sub,0) , c
π , and c a . In the mixed-flavor case, both J P = 1 2 + and J P = 3 2 + are possible without requiring orbital angular momentum. Thus, we have the hyperfine multiplets {Ω QQQ , Ω * QQQ }, whose subtracted energies we fit using the form
with the additional hyperfine splitting parameter ∆ (0) * . The resulting fit parameters for all triply heavy baryons are given in Table XVII , and plots of the fits are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Note that the O(a 2 ) effects appear to be largest for the systems containing two or more charm quarks. 
V. FINAL RESULTS AND ESTIMATES OF SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
To obtain the subtracted baryon energies at the physical point, E (sub,phys) , we evaluated the (real parts of the) fit functions discussed in the previous sections at m
where m (phys) π = 134.8 MeV is the pion mass in the isospin limit [95] , and m (phys) ηs = 689.3 MeV [74] . The statistical uncertainties of E (sub,phys) were computed by propagating the uncertainties of all fit parameters in a correlated way, using their covariance matrices obtained from the second derivatives of χ 2 . These statistical uncertainties already include the uncertainties in the lattice spacings (see the discussion at the beginning of Sec. IV). To obtain the full baryon masses, we then added the experimental values of The results for the full baryon masses are given in Table XVIII , and are plotted in Fig. 15 . Furthermore, Table XIX shows our results for the mass splittings between baryons with equal quark flavor content, including the hyperfine splittings. The mass splittings have smaller statistical uncertainties than the baryon masses themselves as a consequence of correlations. For all results, individual estimates of the total systematic uncertainties are also given in the Tables. These include the uncertainties associated with the assumptions/approximations made in the chiral and continuum extrapolations, and those associated with the use of lattice NRQCD for the b quarks. In the following, we [8, 10, 12] . The masses of baryons containing n b bottom quarks have been offset by −n b · (3000 MeV) to fit them into this plot. Note that the uncertainties of our results for nearby states are highly correlated, and hyperfine splittings such as M Ω * b − MΩ b can in fact be resolved with much smaller uncertainties than apparent from this figure (see Table XIX ).
A. Chiral and continuum extrapolation systematic uncertainties
The chiral and continuum extrapolations were performed at next-to-leading-order in the chiral expansion, and included quadratic dependence on the lattice spacing. To estimate the uncertainty associated with this truncation, we added higher-order analytic terms to the fit functions and redid the fits. For example, in the case of the {Λ Q , Σ Q , Σ * Q }, we added the terms
to Eqs. (54), (55) , and (56) . At this order, the energy splitting parameters from the original fit also need to be expanded in powers of the quark masses and lattice spacing, leading to the terms with products of
The terms proportional to a 3 may arise from heavy-quark discretization errors. We followed a Bayesian approach and constrained the additional parameters in Eqs. (89) , (90) , and (91) to be natural-sized. Because we have introduced appropriate powers of the relevant energy scales in the definitions of the fit functions, the new parameters are dimensionless, and we used Gaussian priors with central value 0 and width 3 for each one. We then recomputed E (sub,phys) for each baryon from the new higher-order fits. A good measure for the systematic uncertainty due to the higher-order effects is the resulting increase in the uncertainty of E (sub,phys) , computed in quadrature,
where σ NLO is the uncertainty obtained from the original fit and σ NLO+HO is the uncertainty of the fit including the higher-order analytic terms. We applied the same procedure to the baryon mass splittings and their uncertainties. Using the increase in the uncertainty is far more robust than using the change in the central value, because the change in the central value may be close to zero with our choice of priors for the higher-order terms. We separately estimated and added the uncertainties associated with our choices made for ∆ and ∆ * in the evaluation of the chiral functions F. As discussed in Sec. IV, for the larger, well-resolved splittings, we used the results of linear extrapolations of the lattice results to the chiral limit. To estimate the effect of this choice, we repeated the analysis with ∆ and ∆ * set equal to constant fits of the lattice results instead, and we took the resulting changes in the central values of E (sub,phys) as our estimates for this particular source of systematic uncertainty. The smallest of the splittings (such as the hyperfine splittings ∆ * in the bottom sector), for which we already used the results of constant fits to the lattice data, have very little effect on the values of F in the first place. For baryons containing b quarks, the uncertainties associated with the use of lattice NRQCD enter in Eq. (48) both through the baryon energies themselves, and through the subtraction term − n b 2 E bb . We estimate the NRQCD uncertainties using power counting [65] .
For the subtraction term, the relevant expansion parameter is the typical velocity of the b-quark inside bottomonium, v are both of first order. While H 0 does not require a matching coefficient, the matching coefficient c 4 was computed only through one loop. We estimate the uncertainty in E bqq resulting from this truncation to be of order α ; a more detailed study shows that the energy shifts caused by the four-quark operators in heavy-light systems are around 3 MeV [96] .
For the bcc baryons, we use heavy-heavy power counting; there, the typical velocity of the b quark is expected to be comparable to that in a B c meson, v For the triply-bottom Ω bbb , heavy-heavy power counting applies, and the NRQCD expansion converges with the same rate as in bottomonium (this was demonstrated numerically in Refs. [42, 43] ). Here we expect a partial cancellation of the NRQCD uncertainties between E Ω bbb and − n b 2 E bb . Therefore, instead of adding the uncertainties from these two terms in quadrature, we estimate the total NRQCD systematic uncertainty in E (sub,phys) Ω bbb to be equal to (1/2) times the NRQCD systematic uncertainty in − n b 2 E bb (with n b = 3). The bbc and bbq baryons are also similar to bottomonium, and we again assume a 50% cancellation of the NRQCD systematic uncertainty from − n b 2 E bb . Because of the presence of a charm or light valence quark, we estimate the total NRQCD systematic uncertainty in E (sub,phys) bbc or E (sub,phys) bbq to be the quadratic sum of (1/2) times the uncertainty in − n b 2 E bb (with n b = 2) and our above estimate of the NRQCD uncertainty in E bcc or E bqq , respectively.
C. NRQCD systematic uncertainties: baryon mass splittings
In the mass splittings between different baryon states with the same valence quark content, given in Table XIX , the subtraction term − nc 2 E cc − n b 2 E bb cancels. Furthermore, in the hyperfine splittings, the leading contributions from the spin-independent operators in the NRQCD action cancel.
For the heavy-light bqq baryons, our estimates of the NRQCD systematic uncertainties in E bqq , as discussed in the previous subsection, were in fact dominated by spin-dependent effects, and hence we assign the same estimates also for the mass splittings in this sector.
In the Ω * bcc − Ω bcc hyperfine splitting, the effects of the spin-independent order-v 4 operators are expected to cancel to a large extent, and this splitting is expected to primarily originate from the operator −c 4 g 2m b σ · B. Thus, the NRQCD systematic uncertainties originate from the one-loop matching of c 4 , from the missing spin-dependent v 6 terms, and from the missing spin-dependent four-quark operators. We estimate the sizes of these uncertainties to be α − Ω bbc hyperfine splitting, we note that (in the limit of large m b ) the bottom diquark has spin 1 in both states. Therefore, it is appropriate to apply the B c power counting also to this splitting, and we assign the same NRQCD uncertainty.
Similarly, the Ξ * bb − Ξ bb and Ω * bb − Ω bb mass splittings predominantly arise through the hyperfine interaction of a spin-1 bottom diquark with the spin of the light or strange valence quark. Therefore, we use heavy-light power counting for these splittings, and assign the same NRQCD uncertainties as for the mass splittings of singly bottom bqq baryons.
Finally, for the mass splittings in the mixed bcq sector, where the power counting is less trivial, we add in quadrature our estimates of the NRQCD systematic uncertainties for the mass splittings in the bcc and bqq sectors.
D. Other systematic uncertainties
In this subsection we briefly comment on other sources of systematic uncertainties in the baryon masses. First, recall that our calculation was performed in the isospin limit, setting m u = m d and neglecting QED effects. Isospin breaking effects caused by m u − m d and by QED are typically of the order of a few MeV [98] . The electromagnetic contribution to E (sub,phys) Ω bbb was estimated using a potential model to be 5.1 ± 2.5 MeV [42] ; an effect of similar size can be expected for the Ω ccc (the charge of the charm quark is twice as large, but the average interquark distance is also expected to be larger than in the Ω bbb ). Uncertainties associated with the tuning of the charm and bottom quark masses are expected to be negligible in our results, because this tuning was performed with high precision, and, more importantly, the leading dependence on the heavy-quark masses cancels in the subtracted energies E (sub,phys) . When computing the spin-averaged quarkonium masses for the subtracted energies, we neglected the annihilation contributions, which predominantly affect the η c and the η b . A perturbative estimate for the resulting mass shift was given in Eq. (15). This evaluates to about −3 MeV for the η c mass and about −1 MeV for the η b mass, and these masses enter only with a factor of 1/4 in the spin averages. Finally, we note that our chiral and continuum extrapolations already removed the leading finite-volume effects from the baryon masses. Given that these leading finite-volume effects were at most 2 MeV (see Tables XI and XV) , we expect that higher-order finite-volume effects are negligible.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a comprehensive lattice QCD calculation of the masses of baryons containing one or more heavy quarks. We have extrapolated all results to the continuum limit and to the physical light-quark mass (in the isospin limit), and we have carefully estimated the remaining systematic uncertainties. For the singly charmed and singly bottom baryons that have already been observed in experiments, our results for the masses agree with the experimental values within the uncertainties, as can bee seen in Fig. 15 . In the case of the Ω b , our calculation agrees with the CDF [10] and LHCb [12] measurements, but deviates from the D/ 0 measurement [9] by 2 standard deviations.
Our results for the heavy-baryon hyperfine splittings (see Table XIX 
m Ω * b = 6075.2(2.2)(7.7)(2.1) MeV.
Here, the first two uncertainties are from our lattice QCD calculation (statistical and systematic), and the third uncertainty is experimental. We assumed that the baryon discovered by the CMS Collaboration [11] is indeed the Ξ * 0 b (and not the Ξ 0 b ). For the Ω b mass, we used the average of the CDF [10] and LHCb [12] measurements. A comparison of our results for the doubly and triply charmed baryons with other unquenched lattice calculations is shown in Fig. 16 [18] did not confirm the existence of this structure. As can be seen in Fig. 16 , all recent lattice QCD determinations of the Ξ cc mass in the isospin limit are consistent with each other and give masses around 100 MeV higher than the SELEX result; our own calculation deviates from the SELEX measurement by 91 ± 32 MeV, corresponding to 2.8 standard deviations. Note that the isospin splitting m Ξ ++ cc − m Ξ + cc was recently computed in lattice QCD+QED to be 2.16(11)(17) MeV [98] .
Regarding the Ω ccc mass, we note that our result is higher than the recent result from Alexandrou et al. [50] by 2.3 standard deviations, but agrees with earlier calculations [46, 48] (note, however, that the earlier calculations of the Ω ccc mass did not include continuum extrapolations, and lack estimates of the systematic uncertainties). While our lattice calculation was based on the mass difference M Ωccc − m J/ψ [8] . In the plot of the doubly charmed baryons, the unconfirmed experimental result for the Ξ [8] for the hyperfine splittings of mesons related by heavy quark-diquark symmetry. The ratio of these hyperfine splittings is expected to approach the value 3/4 in the heavy-quark limit [4] .
For the doubly bottom baryons, we compare our results to those from Ref. [52] in Fig. 17 . Our results are consistent with Ref. [52] but have larger statistical uncertainties. This may be because we performed our numerical calculations with lighter (closer to physical) up and down-quark masses were the two-point correlation functions are exponentially noisier [84] , and because our continuum extrapolations amplified the statistical uncertainties. For the triply bottom Ω bbb baryon, our present result is not completely independent from the result obtained by one of us in earlier work [42] , and we refer the reader to Ref. [42] for further discussions.
It is interesting to compare our lattice QCD results for the hyperfine splittings of the doubly heavy baryons to the hyperfine splittings of the corresponding heavy-light mesons. This comparison is shown in Table XX , where we use the experimental results of the heavy-light meson hyperfine splittings (preliminary lattice results for the heavy-light meson hyperfine splittings from the same data sets as used for the baryons are consistent with the experimental results). Heavy quark-diquark symmetry [3] predicts that the ratio of these hyperfine splittings approaches the value 3/4 in the heavy-quark limit [4] . We do indeed see some evidence that the ratios in the bottom sector are closer to this value than the ratios in the charm sector.
No other dynamical lattice QCD calculations have been published so far for mixed charm-bottom baryons (results of a quenched lattice calculation can be found in Ref. [31] ). We therefore compare our lattice QCD results for the
